
Disourse Partiles as Speeh At MarkersHenk ZeevatComputational Linguistis/ILLCSpuistraat 134, 1012VB Amsterdam, NLhenk.zeevat�hum.uva.nlAbstrat Eine Reihe von Diskurspartikeln werden mit dem Ziel, die Rolle, die sie beider Markierung von Sprehakten spielen koennen, zu erklaeren, analysiert. Die Analyseverwendet eine optimalitaetstheoretishe Rekonstruktion der Praesuppositionstheorie.1 IntrodutionWhen one tries to further develop Stalnaker's ideas (f. Stalnaker (1978)) onthe onditions for pragmatially orret assertion (informativity and onsistenywith respet to the ommon ground between speaker and hearer), it is naturalto ome up with onditions like the following1.(1) a. it is not ommon ground that the speaker believesA.b. it is not ommon ground that the speaker believesthat not A.. it is not ommon ground that the hearer believesA.d. it is not ommon ground that the hearer believesthat not A.In all these ases, the assertion is improper, or non-standard. In the �rst asethere is little to no e�et that the speaker an hope to gain by what she has said:it annot be a proposal to eliminate possibilities from the ommon ground. Inthe seond ase the speaker is self-orreting, and so faes an inonsisteny withher own beliefs as represented in the ommon ground. In the third ase, thespeaker is also doing something that is not an assertion in Stalnaker's sense:she is at best assenting to an assertion by the hearer. In the fourth ase as well,the speaker is orreting the hearer rather than asserting something.These theoretial speulations are on�rmed by looking at duth or germansentenes that realise suh non-standard assertions: they invariably ontain1For a full disussion of these onditions see Zeevat (1997)1



disourse partiles, like toh (doh), inderdaad (tatsaehlih), immers (ja),wel (doh). The following examples bear this out. (a) an be a self-orretion,(b) an assent to the hearer, () a reiteration, (d) a hearer orretion.(2) a. Peter is toh thuis.a'. Peter ist doh zuhause.a". Peter is at home (after all?).b. Peter is inderdaad thuis.b'. Peter ist tatsaehlih zuhause.b". Peter is indeed at home.. Peter is immers thuis.'. Peter ist ja zuhause.". As you know, Peter is at home.d. Peter is wel thuis.d'. Peter ist doh zuhause.d". Peter IS at home.It is important to make the following observations. In ontexts for (2a) inwhih the ommon ground ontains the speaker's opinion that Peter is notat home, omitting the toh makes the utterane infeliitous. Likewise (2b)without the inderdaad is infeliitous if, aording to the ommon ground, itis already the hearer's opinion that Peter is at home. (2) without immersis infeliitous if it is ommon ground that Peter is home and xx-1d withoutwel is infeliitous if the hearer has just said that Peter is not at home. Thisis indeed just what follows from Stalnaker's views on assertion. The partilesseem to have the power to make otherwise infeliitous assertions into speialisednon-standard assertions that have other goals than standard asssertions, likeorreting opinions expressed earlier on or reon�rming established opinions.An initial hypothesis might be that the partiles are in the language just tomark the non-standard harater of ertain speeh ats. But this hypothesisis easily refuted. If this were so, it would not be possible to ombine all fourpartiles as in (3), whih, though not easy to ontextualise, is neverthelessperfetly aeptable Duth.(3) Peter is toh immers inderdaad wel thuis.It follows minimally that the partiles do not mark a partiular ombinationof speaker and hearer ommitments to the truth or falsity of the proposition,beause that ombination would be inonsistent. The hypothesis also has to gowhen one onsiders the full uses of the partiles in question in Duth or German,as we will later on. And �nally, it turns out that although the partiles mayindiate a ombination of speaker and hearer ommitments, they also allowother interpretations.This raises two questions. First, how is it possible that the partiles an markdeviant speeh ats, i.e. one would like to have an aount of their use from2



whih it follows that they an sometimes mark a hearer or speaker ommit-ment? Seond, an these insights be used to improve the reognition of theuser intention in dialogue systems? In addition, the funtion of these partilesis unlear and any eluidation is welome.This paper gives an experimental aount of these four partiles in terms ofan extended presupposition theory and manages to explain the uses quoted inthis introdution. It follows that there is a potential use of the partiles infuture dialogue systems, i.e. the ones that have a apaity for presuppositiontreatment. Setion 2 introdues the presuppositional treatment of partiles andsetions 3, 4 and 5 apply the treatment to the four partiles in question.2 The proper treatment of the partile tooKripke's notes on presupposition Kripke (s.d.) started a new period in thestudy of presupposition where the analogy with anaphora beame more andmore prominent. The two most suessful aounts are Heim (1983) and Vander Sandt (1992). Yet, in terms of Kripke's original example these theories donot perform very well at all.Kripke is puzzled by the example (4).(4) John will have dinner in New York too.The traditional theories predit that this sentene presupposes (5) whih for(4) is a mere triviality.(5) Someone other than John will have dinner in NewYork.After all, New York is a vast ity where millions have dinner every night. Ifthis were the presupposition, the too would not give us extra information aboutthe ontext. It would also be the ase that we an always add a too to thesentene John has dinner in New York. Both of these preditions are wrong:too is infeliitous if the ommon ground does not entail that another person hasdinner in New York and it gives us the information that the ommon groundhas this property. Kripke's suggestion is that too tells us that the ontext andnot the world ontains another person who has dinner in New York and thatthe too is anaphori to this part of the linguisti ontext.Both Heim's and Van der Sandt's theories ontain a resolution mehanism thatan pik up the anteedent in the ontext (in that ase the too does not givenew information). But they also allow the presupposition to be aommodated.In that ase, we get preisely the predition that Kripke ritiises, i.e. therequirement of an unidenti�ed other person who has dinner in New York. Thetheories should rule out aommodation for too, but do not have the means to3



do that. In this way, the theories also predit that too an be freely added toour example, without truth-value hange or infeliity.There are some other aspets of too in whih it is di�erent from standard pre-supposition triggers, like fative verbs, de�nite desriptions and lexial preup-positions. The �rst is that too itself does not seem to give information. Thefollowing example of Heim brings this out. Two kids are seretly phoning eahother after bedtime without the permission or knowledge of their parents.(6) A: My parents think I am in bed.B: My parents think I am in bed too.In one of the interpretations of the utterane by B, the too belongs to theomplement of the belief sentene. Yet, B's parents know nothing about Abeing in bed or not. The example also illustrates another problem with too.Too (and other partiles) take anteedents that are not available aordingto Heim or Van der Sandt. The anteedent A is in bed in (6) is not entailedunder the operator B's parents think and neither is it aessible aording to theDisourse Representation Theory in whih Van der Sandt's theory is ouhed.The last property of too that is unexplained by the two theories is that itsourrene is obligatory in the sense that in most of the utteranes in whih itours it annot be omitted without resulting infeliity.My proposal (Zeevat(2000)) is to (a) liberalise the set of allowed anteedents forpresupposition triggers to the veridial ontexts and to (b) assume a generationonstraints. () Embedding the theory within a form of Bidiretional OptimalityTheory then allows an explanation of the absene of aommodation for too andother presupposition triggers. I will sketh the three steps.Veridial ontexts were proposed by Giannakidou (1998) as a haraterisationof the ontexts that do not liense negative polarity items2 and inlude beliefs,dreams, suggestions, possibilities and iterations of these. Properly inaessibleanteedents (and negative polarity items) must be in the sope of at least onenon-veridial operator. (7)shows some of the possibilities with too.(7) A. Maybe John will go to Paris.B. I will go there too.John suggested that Mary left and Bill said Susan didtoo.There are some limitations to the anteedents too an take, as illustrated by(8) whih some people do not like.(8) John dreamt that Bill is Paris and Tom will go theretoo.2Giannakidou's notion is more restrited and omits suggestions and maybe-environmentsthat in some languages allow ertain negative polarity items.4



The English indeed is more liberal and (9) illustrates the wider range of an-teedents it an take. I do not know why too is less liberal than other partilesin this respet.(9) John dreamt that he passed the exam and indeed hepassed.John thinks that Mary hates him and Bill said thatshe does indeed.Generation onstraints are defeasible onstraints that the human generator triesto optimally satisfy when generating a sentene from a haraterisation of thesemantis. The generation onstraint needed for too is ParseOther, a priniplethat fores the marking of the presene of another entity of the same type inthe ontext. Too marks the presene of another element of the same type, likealso, another or a different. It is possible to defend the view that this is allthat we have to say about the semantis of too and that its funtion providesthe explanation of its lak of semanti ontent.A similar priniple is ParseOld, a priniple that fores the marking of materialalready the ontext as old material. Indeed is one of the linguisti elementsthat arries out this job, other are pronouns and de�nite desriptions.In a bidiretional optimality theoreti framework we an ombine the above gen-eration priniples with Blutner (2000)'s reonstrution of Van der Sandt's pre-supposition theory by two interpretation priniples: DoNotAommodateand Strength. The �rst priniple, ranked above the other, militates againstaommodations, the seond one selets the strongest reading from among thedi�erent readings that ome out of the aommodation possibilities. In theresulting system, the following priniple (Blutner's Law) an be derived.(10) If a presupposing expression has simple non-presupposing alternatives, it does not aommodate.The motivation is simple: with a ommon ground that requires aommodation,a speaker will always selet the non-aommodating alternative beause it doesnot lead to a violation of DoNotAommodate. (In the partiular version ofbidiretional optimality theory advoated by Blutner interpretation onstraintsare sored together with generation onstraints in both diretions.)The preditions that our theory makes for too are non-aommodation (this doesnot rule out a fair amount of partial resolution), the availability of all veridi-al anteedents, and obligatory ourrene when the veridial ontext ontainsanother element of the same type. Non-aommodation is a onsequene ofexistene of the simple expression alternative where too is omitted. The lakof semanti ontent is responsible for the possibility of veridial anteedents: itdoes not matter where the anteedent omes from beause it does not need toexist loally. 5



In these respets, too ontrasts sharply with a trigger like regret. First of allregret does not have simple expression alternatives, whih means that it allowsaommodation. Seond, its presupposition makes a strong semanti ontribu-tion: it identi�es the fat to whih the subjet has her emotional reation. Thisfat must at least be a belief of the subjet for the subjet to have an emotionalreation to it. Therefore, only real fats and beliefs of the subjet an be an-teedents and other veridial anteedents are ruled out. The strongest require-ment arises when the anteedent identi�es a partiipant, a ause or a preon-dition of the event desribed by the lause that ontains the trigger (pronounsor de�nite desriptions). Here the only anteedents are proper onstituents ofthe ontext of the trigger.The spei�ation of a trigger is exhausted by a statement of its presupposi-tion and its semanti ontribution. The overlap between presupposition andsemantis �lters away unwanted veridial anteedents. Aommodation or notis ontrolled by the inventory of the language.For further details I refer to Zeevat(2000).3 Inderdaad and ImmersMy hypothesis about inderdaad (tatsaehlih, indeed) is that it is just a pre-supposition induer3, in this ase presupposing the positive version of the sen-tene to whih it attahes. As suh, it is an old marker and the generation on-straint ParseOld is responsible for its obligatory ourrene. It takes veridialanteedents, beause it does not ontribute to the semantis of the lause. Itdoes not aommodate, beause as a partile it has a simple expression alter-native: the sentene without the partile.What does this predit about the speeh ats in whih it ours? Basially,it says that the hearer, or the speaker or both an have an old opinion thatthe sentene is true. But it is not neessarily the opinion of one or both ofthe onversational partners, sine the anteedent an also be the opinion ofa third party or even weaker, the ontent of a dream, a suggestion et. Adialogue system an onlude from an ourrene of inderdaad that what issaid is already present and it is only the presupposition resolution itself thatfores the seletion of a speeh at of reon�rmation, when resolution is to thespeaker or the ommon ground. It an be the speeh at of assenting if theresolution is to a hearer opinion that is not shared. Absene of inderdaad whenno other old-marker is present, an lead to the onlusion that we have a properassertion and not a reon�rmation or assent.The same holds for an ourrene in a question.3After sending in this paper, I beame aware of the rather similar approah to the disoursepartiles aber, auh, doh and ja in German by Diewald & Fisher (1998). Though they do notuse presupposition theory, but a notion of \pragmati pretext" their onlusions are largelythe same. 6



(11) Is Harry inderdaad thuis?Is Harry indeed at home.(11) presupposes that Harry is at home. In imperatives, it an only presupposethe imperative itself (or the desirability of the ourse of ation).If we look at a sample of atual uses4 the hypothesis is largely on�rmed,exept for an antiquated use as a synonym for feitelijk (in fat). This olderuse is important, beause inderdaad seems to imply that the new information isbetter than what we had before. This is either beause inderdaad retains someproperties of feitelijk5 or it is a pragmati impliation of reonfirmation orassent as suh. If inderdaad does not add semantial ontent, the purpose ofreon�rmation or assent an only be that new evidene has been found. Thereis also a subtle distintion between an assent with an isolated inderdaad andone with ja (yes) or a nod of the head. If inderdaad is used, the speakerlaims to have better information than the other speaker whose assertion sheassents to. We ould apture the distintion by laiming that a sentene withinderdaad must still be informational in the sense of Stalnaker, in indiatingthat the speaker believed it not as a result of what the interloutor asserted, butalready before that. If we supply our reon�rmation or assent with an assertionontaining inderdaad, the new information an only be the elimination of anexisting unertainty.Immers is like inderdaad in presupposing the truth of the lause to whih itattahes, but it is quite di�erent at the same time. Immers makes a quite learsemanti ontribution. It turns the lause into a reason for aepting what wassaid just before. Now reasons why something is the ase must be the ase aswell in order to qualify as proper reasons. That John dreamt he was in Spain,or that Charles has suggested so are not reasons why John is away from home.That is why immers in simple lauses only takes proper anteedents and nonon-entailed veridial ontexts. It also does not bring the e�et of the new andbetter view that we notied with inderdaad and we would not expet that,sine immers ontributes to the semanti ontent of the lause.Like inderdaad, it is obligatory. If the statement is already ommon ground,immers is needed to mark the fat that we are dealing with old information.This leads to the following urious fat. Omdat like its English ounterpartbeause is a presupposition trigger. This gives Duth two ways of expressingthe sentene (12a) .(12) a. He did not ome beause he is in Paris.b. Hij kwam niet omdat hij immers in Parijs is.. Hij kwam niet omdat hij in Parijs is.(12b) is obligatory resolved to the ommon ground. (12) is obligatory4I used a net-version of Multatuli's Max Havelaar, a lassi duth novel.5Feitelijk is not a presupposition trigger, though it an indiate another point of view onthe issue at hand. Its analysis is not straightforward.7



aommodated, beause, if it were old information, immers would have toappear. Omdat without immers is a presupposition trigger that is marked forobligatory aommodation, omparable to a omplement of regret that has newintonation, or perhaps also inde�nite NPs.Formally, immers A has two presuppositions, the one we disussed and theurrent last sentene. It asserts that the �rst presupposition is a reason whythe seond one holds.Looking at our data, one �nds omplete on�rmation, although there aseswhere the ausal onnetion is not very lear. Immers is not a high frequenyitem unlike its german approximate equivalent ja whih has quite a numberof other uses next to the one disussed here. Questions and imperatives withimmers are not possible and the analysis given here explains why.The ourrene of immers in a user utterane is a reliable indiation for assum-ing that the user is not making a normal assertion, but assumes both that thematerial is already established and relevant at the urrent point in the dialogue.4 WelThe marker wel in the uses we are foussing on is the typial marker of aorretion to a negative utterane made by the other party. It is aented inthat ase and the most likely explanation is that wel is entering in a ontrastrelation with the negation in the orreted sentene.(13) A: Jan is niet thuis. (Jan is not at home)B: Jan is WEL thuis. (Jan IS at home)In orretions to non-negated sentenes, aented niet takes over this role.(14) A: Jan is thuis.B: Jan is NIET thuis.But it is not lear there is an element here with whih niet ontrasts. Neverthe-less, the relation of ontrast with the orreted sentene is so strong that theorret explanation is probably that the whole sentene bears ontrast, witheverything exept niet deaented as old material.There are many other uses of wel. Typial is the use in a onession:
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(15) A: Jan kwam het boek toh gisteren terugbrengen.A:John was going tot the return the book yesterday,wasn't he?B: Jan kwam WEL, maar hij had het boek niet bijzih.B:John ame allright but he did not have the book.B1: Jan kwam niet, maar hij heeft het boek WELteruggegeven.B1: Jan did not ome, but he gave the book bakallright.Here the wel-lause marks the part where the speaker agrees with the otherspeaker. But this an be reversed, as in B1. The A. sentene invokes a ontextin whih the plan that Jan was bringing the book yesterday is assumed andevidene is available that the plan has not been arried out. Another ase is(16).(16) A: So they ame?B: Jan WEL, maar Marie NIET.(Jan did, but Marie did not)(17) So they did not ome?Jan WEL maar Marie NIET.Almost idiomati are the unaented ombinations with modal verbs.(18) Het moest wel.It had to be.implies: I/we did not want to but I/we had no hoie.presupposes: opposite inlination (?)(19) Het zal wel beter gaan in het voorjaar.It will probably be better in springIn ontext: denies that the urrent bad situation willontinue(20) Het zal wel.Ironial way of expressing disbelief.(21) Het lijkt wel of je nooit meer thuis bent.It would appear that you are never at home anymore.presupposes falsity of what appears to be the ase (?)(22) John shows Mary his new dog.M: Het lijkt wel een varken.M: It looks like a pig.presupposes it is not one (?) 9



(23) Kom je WEL? (presupposes the opposite)Kom je wel? (expresses doubt)(24) Wil je wel?DO you want?expresses doubtQuite generally, we seem to be able to say that wel p presupposes :p. Inonessive phrases, the presupposition an disappear and the main funtion isthe ontrast with the negation in the other half of the pair. The presuppositionis perhaps still around in the unaented ases, but it may be that a ase forase analysis like the one I will supply later on for toh is in order.The aented uses require overt negations to ontrast with, either within aonessive pair or outside one. In the last ase, the negated lause oinideswith wel's anteedent.The explanation of wel's appearane in a sentene must be two-fold. We needa priniple that inserts it in a onessive pair, if the onession is built arounda positive and negative element, but the generation of onessive onstrutionsdoes not onern us in this paper. The other ourrenes are due to the Parse-Old priniple we disussed before.Wel takes veridial anteedents, as shown in (25).(25) Karel droomde dat hij niet voor zijn examen zou sla-gen, maar hij haalde het WEL.Karel dreamt he would not pass his exam, but hepassed it allright.Piet zei dat Marie niet zou komen, maar ze kwamWEL.Piet said that Marie would not ome, but she did.The use of wel an help in identifying the dialogue move the speaker is making.It is helpful in identifying orretions, though it must be distinguished fromonessive uses and from other presupposing uses.5 TohThis is by far the most ompliated of the four partiles that are the protagonistsof this paper. Compare the examples in (26), based on lauses meaning: he isin Amsterdam or ome to Amsterdam
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(26) a. Laten we hem vrijdag opzoeken. Hij is dan tohin Amsterdam.a'. Let us visit him on Friday. He is then in Amster-dam anyway.b. Hij is toh in AmStErDaM?b'. He is in Amsterdam, isn't he.. Hij is TOCH in Amsterdam.'. He is in Amsterdam after all.d. Is hij TOCH in Amsterdam?d'. Is he in Amsterdam after all? (We thought hewould not be)e. Kom toh naar Amsterdam. (exhortation)e'. Come to Amsterdam. (you know you'll like it).f. Kom TOCH naar Amsterdam.f'. Come to Amsterdam, (although I see why you donot want to).The emphati uses of TOCH are pretty straightforward. They indiate that thespeaker presupposes the negation of the statement or question she is making.In the ase of the imperatives, it is the opposite plan or the desire not to that ispresupposed. But the non-emphati uses are diÆult to aommodate in thissheme.Example (26b.) is the most involved. Often it is treated as a question (aon�rmation question) but the form is of an assertion and the intonation isnot that of a normal question. Also the faial expression appropriate to itsutterane indiates that it is really an assertion uttered expressing surprise atthe ontent, like the assertion in (27).(27) Hij is in AmStErDaM?The surprise indiates that the speaker believes to know that what he says isfalse, in (27) . It is a reation to information that \he" would be in Amsterdam.What the toh does in (26b) is to invert these speaker assumptions: thespeaker now believes that \he" is in Amsterdam and reats to information tothe ontrary.We ould perhaps say that toh resolves to the negation of the statement madeby the interloutor. But then after resolution we have assertion with the expres-sion of surprise, whih is quite di�erent: the speaker is not surprised that \he"is in Amsterdam, she is surprised that \he" is not. It would seem that this indi-ates that the toh here resolves to the positive information that \he" would bein Amsterdam and -beause that rules out surprise at the positive information-the surprise is aused by something else, nl. the information supplied by theinterloutor.If we look at (26a) this on�rms that pattern.11



The toh here is a devie of reminding the interloutor of some old informationand it is funtioning not unlike immers whih ould take the plae of tohin this ontext. In fat, there are duth speakers who never use immers andalways use unaented toh instead. In my dialet, it normally just means thatthe fat he is in Amsterdam is independent of the urrent issue, more or lesslike the english anyway. It an be ommon ground that he is, but it an alsojust be unreorded speaker information that he is.Uses of unaented toh in questions seem to be impossible. In imperatives, itsoftens the appeal made on the interloutor. It does not seem to be impossibleto understand this as presupposing a similar desire in the interloutor. Againthe opposite of the aented TOCH whih presupposes a ontrary attitude tothe ation ordered in the imperative.In my orpus, by far most uses of toh are pro-onessives, i.e. single wordonessives (like isolated though in English) that an be paraphrased by fullalthough-sentenes whose ontent is given by the ontext. This is a weakening ofwhat we �nd in (26.) whih seems naturally haraterised by presupposing thenegation of the lause. Though onessive sentenes provide reasons for thinkingthat the main-lause is false, they do not (annot) provide the informationthat the negation is true. It is possible to bring them loser by the notion ofa suggestion. The ontextually given onessive material an be taken as asuggestion that the lause is false and this would be an appropriate veridialanteedent. Alternatively, we should start from the notion of a reason to befalse and let (aented) TOCH presuppose a reason for the lause to be false.I prefer the �rst alternative, sine the seond alternative makes the integrationof the unaented uses even more problemati than they are already.What an we make of toh in our presuppositional theory? I am not very sure. Iwould like to say the following. Toh is just an old-marker without a preferenefor positive or negative anteedents. If the anteedent of toh has the samepolarity as the urrent lause, no aent is provided by the speaker beausethere is no ontrast between the lause and the reovered presupposition. Ifthe anteedent has opposite polarity, aent results from the reovery of theanteedent. The aent would just be the result of the existene of an alternativein the speaker's mind, here reated by the speaker's awareness that she is old-marking a lause for the prior ourrene of a negated version of the lause. I donot have a fully worked out aenting theory from whih this aenting patternwould follow, but suh a theory is needed. The alternative is that we havea tonal distintion between two lexial items toh and TOCH with di�erentsemanti properties. But this runs against the following argument that I owe toManfred Bierwish (p..). It would then be ompletely inomprehensible howit an be that Duth and German have almost exatly the same toh=doh andTOCH=DOCH and the same for other aented and deaented partiles. Inaddition, it would make Duth and German into tonal languages, a laim forwhih we do not have independent evidene.
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Let us go through the examples. In (26a) , the lak of aent indiates that thepresupposed material is of the same polarity as the urrent lause: the seondsentene presupposes that the unknown he will be in Amsterdam on the Friday.A problem is that it seems to be possible as well that the anteedent is not -evenveridially- ommon ground. The speaker may merely indiate that the he isAmsterdam for reasons unrelated to the urrent purposes of the onversation.In (26b) we meet a pure on�rmation of the hypothesis. The presuppositionis that he is in Amsterdam and this is expressed by the unaented toh. Thesentene itself is triggered by surprise over ontrary information supplied bythe other speaker.In (26) , the aent indiates that the old material is of ontrary polarity.The sentene orrets the old material. The same in (26d) whih must beprompted by a suggestion that ontrary to what we appeared to know he is inAmsterdam.(26e) is more problemati. The insertion of the toh tones down the imperativeto an exhortatation, and this an perhaps be explained by assuming that apositive inlination on the part of the hearer to do just that is assumed by thespeaker. But like in (26a) it is not stritly required that the positive inlinationis registered in the ommon ground. It may be, but it need not.(26f) �nally on�rms our hypothesis in muh the same way as (26) and (26d). It would be appear that we �nd full on�rmation for the hypothesis looking atthe aented tohs and rather shaky on�rmation for the unaented uses. Hereit seems that its funtion of marking a spei� speeh at has partly usurped itssemanti ontribution. But there is another way to look at this. We started byassuming that the funtion of the toh is being an old-marker and we derivedfrom that aommodation is impossible: there is a simple expression alternativewhih does not do old-marking, nl. the sentene without the partile. Now inthe problemati ases, it is questionable whether the sentene without the tohmeans the same. Leaving out the toh in (a.) fails to express that he will be inAmsterdam on Friday for independent reasons, (e.) beomes a full imperative.Now if the meaning hanges when the toh is omitted, aommodation is pos-sible, and that, I would suggest, is what happens. The story about toh an beas I indiated but it must take aount of idiomati further meanings aquiredin disourse. Here I would suggest that an unaented toh in imperatives,presupposing the ation ordered, naturally hanges the imperative into an ex-hortation to follow one's inlination to do as ordered. And, unaented toh inan assertion, presupposing the truth of what is asserted, makes the truth of theassertion independent of the urrent disussion: it beomes a reiteration. In theabsene of other means of expressing exhortations or reiterations, unaentedtoh will also beome a marker of these speial speeh ats.(26b) is as we notied also a ase where a simple expression alternative islaking: the surprising fat hanges polarity if we take out the toh. Thiswould predit that, also in this use, aommodation is possible a preditionthat seems to be borne out. 13



In other respets, toh seems to follow the pattern of the other partiles dis-ussed in this paper. It takes veridial anteedents as in (28), it makes noontribution to the ontent of the lause and it annot be omitted (but some-times replaed) where it ours.(28) Jan droomde dat hij was gezakt voor het examen,maar hij had het TOCH gehaald.Jan dreamt he failed the exam, but he passed.Toh is useful for future dialogue systems as an indiator of orretions whenit is aented and when the orreted element an be found in the ommonground.6 Conlusion and Further ResearhMy �rst enounter with partiles ourred half-way the eighties when I wasworking on pronoun resolution. Hypotheses about disourse and dialogue stru-ture an have dramati onsequenes for orret resolutions. It was then |asit is only marginally less now| diÆult to reognise disourse and dialoguestruture and in our system we did not even have the resoures to reonstrutspeaker plans. Partiles seemed a way out: in German they are extremely fre-quent and together with tense shifts and topi they seemed to o�er a heurististhat would make our reognition of the disourse and dialogue struture better.This did not work beause partiles are not very well understood: many mean-ings are normally distinguished and few of the meanings seem to be very relevantfor the disourse grammarian. The anyway, the \pop-marker" of lassial dis-ourse grammar is almost an isolated ase. And anyway is not a pop-markerat all. It marks that what is said in the urrent lause does not depend onthe issue of the last lause or paragraph. The disourse funtion of losing of atopi is derived from this more primary funtion.It is muh the same I believe with the partiles I have foussed on in thispaper. Their funtion an be lari�ed to a large extent by analysing them asas presupposition triggers with a number of speial properties. It follows thatthey have ertain disourse funtions, but those funtions are not their primaryfuntion. As I hope to have shown in this paper, a redution to presuppositionmakes it feasible to use ertain partiles for the reognition of the speeh atthe user is making.There is a onsiderable lass of partiles that an be analysed as presuppo-sition triggers. For again, I refer to Kamp & Rossdeutsher (1994). Next toagain we �nd still; yet; already and notanymore. Our four old-markers shouldalso inlude instead and perhaps dan. As presupposition triggers, they haveoverwhelming similarities, like the avoiding of aommodation and a strongpreferene for partial resolution. The dividing line is the question of seman-ti ontribution. The temporal partiles learly sit with immers in requiring14



proper anteedents, beause next to marking old material, they also make aontribution to the temporal semantis.The implementation of the urrent approah to partiles is not muh moreinvolved than the general approah to presupposition and anaphora resolutionimplemented in e.g. Johan Bos's DORIS system, an approah that ould learlybe integrated in logi based dialogue systems. The main but unimportantdi�erene is that a larger lass of ontexts needs to be searhed to take areof veridial anteedents as well. A di�erene |really an advantage| is thatthe generation onstraints also allow inferenes about the absene of ertainanteedents. The most serious obstale to a full implementation is the diÆultyof doing partial resolution, but this is a diÆulty shared with any omputationaltreatment of presupposition. A good disussion of the task for German wiederan be found in Kamp & Rossdeutsher (1994).Future researh will have to determine what other disourse partiles an beaptured in the presuppositional analysis proposed here.ReferenesR. Blutner. 2000 Some Aspets of Optimality Theory in Interpretation. Journalof Semantis (to appear).G. Diewald & K. Fisher. 1998. Zur diskursiven und modalen Funktion derPartiklen Aber, Auh, Doh und Ja in Instruktionsdialogen. Linguistia, 38,1, p. 75-99.A. Giannakidou. 1998. Polarity Sensitivity as (Non) veridial Dependeny.John Benjamins.I. Heim. 1983. On the projetion problem for presuppositions. In: WCCFL, 2:p. 114-26.S. Kripke. s.d. Presupposition. (MS)H. Kamp & A. Rossdeutsher. 1994. Remarks on Lexial Struture and DRSConstrution. Theoretial Linguistis, 20: p. 97-164.R. van der Sandt. 1992. Presupposition projetion as Anaphora Resolution. InJournal of Semantis 9: p. 333-77.R.C. Stalnaker. 1978. Assertion. In: P. Cole (ed.) Syntax and Semantis 9:Pragmatis. New York, p. 315-32.H. Zeevat. 1997. The Common Ground as a Dialogue Parameter. In G. Jaegerand A. Benz (eds.) Proeedings Mundial 1997, CIS, Universitaet Muenhen.H. Zeevat. 2000. Explaining presupposition triggers. (to appear).
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